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Hello Everyone, 
 
I hope you are all doing well and staying healthy. March started out really strong until the BC 
government announced the new health order in affect from March 27th until April 19th. As I am sure you 
all know, restaurants across the province are no longer permitted to provide indoor dining. In March, we 
served 9,498 guests excluding our café patrons. This was up 16% from last month and not comparable 
to last year as we were shut down halfway through March 2020. Sales in March were up 18% from last 
month, and again, not comparable to last year. It seems March Madness is being redefined as the time 
of year to shut down or greatly restrict restaurant services. While our priority is to support and maintain 
the health of our team and guests, it has been very frustrating that restaurants keep getting expected to 
pivot with less than 24-hour’s notice and no indication this was even being considered.  
 
All that being said, we have made some changes that will greatly help us navigate through this difficult 
time. Staffing levels for both the floor and kitchen have been pared back significantly. Most of the floor 
team preferred to be able to pick up shifts when they come available and are still employed just not 
being scheduled. The new CRB Benefits allows those who have had their hours cut to still collect the 
benefit, allowing us to keep them employed with limited shifts. My hope is there will be more relief 
coming for hospitality workers soon.  
 
We have been approved for a temporary promenade patio extension! With this extension, we were able 
to add an additional 5 tables and 18 seats outside, taking us to 19 tables and 62 seats. As mentioned in 
my last update, we are also working on a new service station outside and will be adding a point-of-sale 
system on an iPad to increase efficiencies. We have also set up a competitively priced liquor store and a 
grocery store inside of the restaurant.  
 
The new food, drink and happy hour menu roll outs have been pulled back. Chef Matt has made a 
limited menu for while we are restricted to outdoor dining only. The menu is comprised of dishes off our 
regular menu that are easy to execute with minimal labour. We are offering limited happy hour features 
daily and Vincent’s full drink menu is available.  
 
Looking ahead to when the order expires, we will need to be able to ramp up very quickly. The plan over 
the next few weeks is to keep pre-hiring and provide group training sessions when possible. This is a 
tricky balance because we have no way of knowing if we will need full staffing levels for late April or if 
the government will extend the health order.   
 
These are challenging times, but we are trying to see the bright side. At least we have a promenade 
patio to offer outdoor dining and remain operational. Sadly, many businesses in our industry are not in 
the same position. We are also very glad to be able to keep some of our team members employed and 
to continue to provide a great service for our community.  
 
Looking forward to seeing many of you soon! 
 
Jade 
 


